
Approximate Finished Size: 56" x 64½"

Embroidery Products:

• Option 1—Double check measurements of precut 

squares; trim to 5" x 5" square if needed.

• Option 2—Cut 5" fabric squares from Fabric A:

-  Fold fabric in half meeting selvage edges; then fold 

again, meeting fold to selvage.

-  Align the fold of the fabric along a horizontal line 

of a rotary cutting mat at the lower edge.

This appealing heirloom style quilt will be at home in any room. Precut charm squares and basic 9-patch blocks cut from fat 

quarters make sewing easy. Follow our detailed guide to create the diagonal color design or, create your own truly scrappy 

9-patch blocks. Embroidered quilting adds the finishing touch; use a single thread color throughout or, select additional thread 

colors to coordinate with the fabric colors.

Charmed  Quilting Throw Quilt
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• Amazing Designs® Charmed Quilting embroidery 

designs CD with FREE Edit Xpress software (ADC-327)
• Embroidery machine with a 4" x 4" (100mm x 

100mm) or larger hoop

• Madeira Rayon embroidery thread

• Optional: Hoop Grip Tape

• Optional: Comfort Grips

• Optional: Translucent Foundation Paper

• Optional: Designs in Machine Embroidery Monster 

Snap Hoop

Supplies Needed:

• One 40-piece charm pack (5" precut squares)

Or 

• ¾ yd. Fabric A

• One 40-piece fat quarter pack (9-patch blocks, middle 

border, and binding)

• 1⅜ yd. Fabric B (inner and outer borders)

• 2 yd. 108" wide backing

• One 90" x 108" batting

• Coordinating all-purpose thread

Helpful Notions:

• Spray starch or starch alternative, such as Best Press™

• Rotary cutter, mat, and ruler

• ¼" piecing foot, such as Little Foot™ or Patchwork 

Foot

• Quilting Needles, size 80/12

• Sewer’s Fix It Tape or masking tape

• Curved Basting Pins, size 1

• Walking Foot

• Edge Joining Foot

• Erasable fabric marking pen or pencil

• Double-sided basting tape

• Optional: Wonder Clips

Instructions:

Read all instructions before beginning the project. Seam 

allowances are ¼" unless otherwise indicated. 

1. Prepare and cut fabrics:

• Stabilize all fabrics well using spray starch or, starch 

alternative. Let fabric dry completely before cutting 

and sewing.

Project Instructions

Fold the fabric in half meeting the selvages

Fold again meeting selvages



-  Position a ruler on the fabric perpendicular to the 

fold so it forms a right angle. Use the rotary cutter 

to straighten the fabric edge.

Note: For greatest accuracy, have the majority of the fabric 

to the left of the ruler when making the first cut. Firmly hold 

the ruler in position with your left hand and cut with your 

right. Before cutting the strips, carefully rotate the mat so the 

trimmed edge of the fabric is on the left.

-  Cut five 5" crosswise strips. Align the fabric fold to 

one of the ruler’s horizontal lines.

-  Working from the straightened edge, place the 5" 

ruler line along the straightened edge of the fabric 

and cut with the rotary cutter.

- Trim off the selvage ends of each strip.

-  Cut 5" fabric squares from each strip, for a total of 

40 squares.

• Cut Fabric B:

- Six 5" wide crosswise strips (outer border)

- Five 2" wide crosswise strips (inner border)

• Cut fat quarter fabrics:

- Aquas: Cut twenty-two 2" x 21" strips.

- Tans: Cut eighteen 2" x 21" strips.

- Navy: Cut seventeen 2" x 21" strips.

- Pinks: Cut sixteen 2" x 21" strips.

- Reds: Cut fourteen 2" x 21" strips.

- Greens: Cut eleven 2" x 21" strips.

- Whites: Cut seven 2" x 21" strips.

- Cut one 2½" x 21" strip from twenty to twenty-two 

of the remaining fat quarter fabrics for scrappy 

binding to equal approximately 252".

Note: The remaining fat quarter fabrics will be perfect to 

create other projects, such as coordinating table runners, 

decorative throw pillows, or even placemats.
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2. Organize 2" wide strips for 9-patch blocks:

Note: Each coloration will be subdivided into the specified 

number of groupings to make three-strip sets, or stratas, for 

creating 9-patch blocks. Label the dominant color in each col-

oration (listed first) and the subordinate color (listed second), 

as well as the number of blocks needed of that coloration.

• Use 5 green and 4 pink strips to make three groupings 

(ten green/pink 9-patch blocks), as illustrated above.

• Use 5 red and 4 white strips to make three groupings 

(ten red/white 9-patch blocks).

• Use 5 aqua and 4 tan strips to make three groupings 

(eight aqua/tan 9-patch blocks). 

• Use 5 navy and 4 aqua strips to make three groupings 

(eight navy/aqua 9-patch blocks). 

• Use 5 tan and 4 aqua strips to make three groupings 

(six tan/aqua 9-patch blocks). 

• Use 3 pink and 3 navy strips to make two groupings 

(four pink/navy 9-patch blocks). 

• Use 3 tan and 3 navy strips to make two groupings 

(four tan/navy 9-patch blocks). 

• Use 3 navy and 3 pink strips to make two groupings 

(three navy/pink 9-patch blocks). 

• Use 3 pink and 3 aqua strips to make two groupings 

(two pink/aqua 9-patch blocks).

• Use 3 green and 3 tan strips to make two groupings 

(two green/tan 9-patch blocks).

• Use 3 white and 3 pink strips to make two groupings 

(two white/pink 9-patch blocks).

• Use 3 aqua and 3 navy strips to make two groupings 

(two aqua /navy 9-patch blocks).

• Use 3 red and 3 green strips to make two groupings 

(two red/green 9-patch blocks).

• Use 3 red and 3 tan strips to make two groupings (two 

red/tan 9-patch blocks).

• Use 3 red and 3 aqua strips to make two groupings 

(two red/aqua 9-patch blocks).

3. Create 9-patch blocks of each grouping:

Note: There are many block groupings and colorations to keep 

track of. To prevent accidental intermixing, work with one 

coloration at a time. 

• Separate strips from each coloration into three-strip 

groupings as noted. Each coloration has at least two 

groupings; some have three. Join strips from each 

grouping to form strip sets, or stratas:

- On one grouping, position a subordinate strip 

between two dominant strips.

- On the second grouping, position a dominant strip 

between two subordinate strips.

- For colorations that include 3 groupings, position 

the remaining subordinate strip between the two 

remaining dominant strips in the third grouping.

• Set stitch length at 2.0. A shorter stitch length makes 

stitching more secure.

• Join lengthwise edges of each grouping with right 

sides together.

• Press seams flat, then press seams toward the darker 

fabric.
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• Cut the strip sets into sections:

- Cut ten 2" wide sections from each strip set.

• Arrange two dominant sections with one subordinate 

section in assembling all blocks. Set aside any 

remaining unused sections for making the middle 

border.

• Stitch blocks together:

- Join a dominant section to a subordinate section, 

right sides together, matching seam intersections.

- Join a second dominant sec-

tion to the opposite edge of 

the subordinate section, right 

sides together, to complete 

each block.

- Press seams flat, then toward 

center.

• Continue assembling as many 9-patch blocks of each 

coloration as indicated in step 2. Combine sections 

to create a variety of blocks of each coloration. Keep 

blocks of each coloration together.

4. Arrange and assemble throw quilt center:

• Place like colored 9-patch blocks in diagonal rows, 

following the illustration below. Fill in the remaining 

diagonal rows with 5" charm squares.

• Stitch blocks into the needed number of rows, right 

sides together, and edges even.

• Press seams flat, then press seams to one side. Press 

the next row so seams are pressed in the opposite 

directions of the previous row.

• Stitch rows, right sides together, nesting seam 

allowances to create the quilt top center.

• Press seams flat, then press seams open or to one side.

5. Add borders:

• Attach inner border:

- Position one 2" wide strip at each short edge of 

quilt top, right sides together. Pin in place.

- Stitch border strips to quilt top. Press seams flat, 

then press borders away from quilt top.

- Trim excess border length and square edges to 

quilt top.

- Join remaining 2" wide border strips, end to end, 

right sides together, using 

diagonal seams to reduce 

bulk.

- Trim seam allowances to 

¼" wide. 

- Press seams flat; then open. 
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- Measure quilt top from upper to lower edges, 

including borders; then subcut two strips by your 

measurement from the long border strip.

- Position each 2" wide strip along opposite sides of 

quilt top, right sides together, and edges aligned. 

Pin in place.

- Stitch border strips to quilt top; removing pins as 

you sew. Press seams flat; then away from quilt top. 

• Assemble and attach middle border:

- Gather the remaining sections from the 9-patch 

blocks. You will need to unstitch a few seams in 

this step.

- Arrange two side borders, each using 35 squares. 

Stitch sections, right sides together, to form two 

long pieced borders.

- Position the strips along opposite long sides of the 

quilt top, right sides together, edges aligned, and 

pin.

- Stitch; removing pins as you sew. 

- Press seams flat; then open or toward inner border.

- Arrange upper and lower borders, each using 31 

squares. Stitch sections, right sides together, to 

form two pieced borders.

- Position the strips along opposite ends of the quilt 

top, right sides together, edges aligned; pin, and 

stitch.

- Press seams flat; then open or toward inner border. 

• Add outer border:

- Join the reserved 5" wide 

border strips, end to end, 

right sides together, using 

diagonal seams to reduce 

bulk.

- Trim seam allowances to 

¼" wide. 

- Press seams flat; then open. 

- For upper and lower borders, measure the quilt top 

from left to right, then subcut two strips by your 

measurement from seamed border strip.

- Align borders with upper and lower edges of the 

quilt top, right sides together, and pin.

- Stitch; removing pins as you sew. Press seams flat; 

then toward outer borders.
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- Measure quilt top from upper to lower edges, 

including borders, then subcut two strips by your 

measurement from seamed border strip.

- Position each border strip along opposite sides of 

quilt top, right sides together, and edges aligned. 

Pin in place.

- Stitch borders to quilt top; removing pins as you 

sew. Press seams flat, then press borders away from 

quilt top.

6. Layer and quilt the throw quilt:

• Layer the quilt:

- Place the backing, wrong side up, on a flat, firm 

surface.

- Securely tape the backing to the surface, using 

Sewer’s Fix It Tape or masking tape.

- Place batting over the backing, with one batting 

corner matching a backing corner.

- Position the throw quilt, right side up, centered of 

the batting and backing.

Note: Allowing extra batting and backing will enable you to 

more easily hoop the quilt for embroidered quilting. 

- Pin the layers together using Curved Basting Pins. 

Place pins 3"–4" apart, allowing room for the 

presser foot when stitching preliminary quilting. 

- Remove tape.

• Machine quilt the throw quilt:

- Adjust the machine for a straight stitch.

- Use a Walking Foot to feed the layers evenly 

through the machine.

- Machine quilt, stitching along seamlines.

- Remove pins after all stitching is completed.

- Stitch a ¼" from outer edges to secure layers for 

embroidered quilting.

7. Add machine embroidered quilting:

• Choose a quilting embroidery design. The Charmed 

Quilting Collection includes the featured patterns, 

perfectly sized for charm squares (5" blocks).

• Or, look for other embroidery quilting designs that 

are digitized for machine quilting.

• Print templates using an embroidery software 

program, such as Amazing Designs® Edit Xpress™. 

Trim excess paper away.

Note: Print your templates on Translucent Foundation Paper 

for better visibility and alignment of the designs on your quilt. 

• Position template, then tape to fabric at the desired 

location.
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• Align quilting embroidery design, hoop quilt, and 

stitch using one of the following options:

- Option 1—Utilize the lines of the template to posi-

tion the embroidery quilting design:

* Extend the crossmarks printed on template, 

both horizontally and vertically, with a quilting 

ruler and erasable fabric marking pen or pencil.

* Add double-sided 

basting tape to the 

underneath side 

of the inner hoop, 

and remove paper 

backing. 

* Position inner hoop on the fabric, aligning 

hoop crossmarks with marks on fabric or 

crossmarks on template and intersecting seams. 

Gently hand press hoop into position, the dou-

ble-sided tape holds it in place.

* Place the outer hoop underneath the quilt sand-

wich; loosen the thumbscrew.

* Insert inner hoop into outer hoop to hold the 

fabric in place. Tighten thumbscrew.

*  Remove template and tape.

* Import and select the desired embroidery design 

for the quilting. Embroider. 

- Option 2—Use a camera feature (if feature is 

included on your embroidery machine) to position 

the embroidery quilting design:

* Print and trim template, as 

instructed in Option 1.

* Place a positioning sticker at 

the crossmarks, orienting the 

top of the sticker with the top 

of design template.

* Position the template and tape to quilt.

* Hoop the quilt. It isn’t necessary to perfectly align 

the crossmarks of the hoop with the crossmarks 

on the template.

* Import and select desired embroidery design for 

the quilting.

* Activate the camera feature, following embroidery 

machine instructions. The camera feature will 

zero in on the positioning sticker crossmarks and 

automatically align the quilting design.

* Remove the template and tape and embroider.

- Add embroidered quilting to all desired areas of the 

quilt repeating the above steps. 

Note: Use the Designs in Machine Embroidery Monster Snap 

Hoop to quickly and easily hoop the quilt—the strong magnets 

hold the quilt for embroidery.
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- Square quilt top and trim backing and batting even 

with quilt.

8. Finish quilt with scrappy binding:

• Join short ends of the assorted fabric binding strips, 

right sides together, using diagonal seams to reduce 

bulk. Trim seams to ¼".

• Press seams open. 

• Square one end of the binding. Press cut end at a 45° 

angle, creating a visible triangle. 

• Fold binding in half lengthwise, wrong sides together; 

press.

• Mark the right side of the quilt ¼" from each corner. 

• Meet the angle-pressed end of the binding to the right 

side of the quilt, meeting cut ends and starting along 

one side.

• Stitch the binding to the quilt, beginning in the 

middle of one side, and 4" from the end of the 

binding, stopping at the marked point at the corner. 

Lock stitches.

• Fold up binding, creating a 45° angle, aligning the cut 

edge of the binding with the cut edge of the quilt.

• Fold down binding, meeting binding fold to top edge 

of the quilt and binding cut edges to the side edges. 

Starting at the folded edge, stitch down the side, 

stopping at the next marked corner.

• Repeat at remaining corners. Stop stitching 

approximately 4" before the start of the binding. An 8" 

section remains unstitched.

• Smooth the binding end over the beginning of the 

binding strip. Mark the end (which is on top) where it 

crosses over the vertical cut edge of the angle-pressed 

end.

• Open the marked end and trim the binding end 

square and even at the mark.
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• Tuck the trimmed binding end into the pressed 

binding beginning. 

• Pin the two inner layers together. 

• Gently unfold the binding ends, keeping them 

pinned, but with the diagonal pressed line facing up.

• Align cut ends and repin if needed.

• Stitch along the diagonal pressed line.

• Remove pins and refold binding to check fit. Restitch 

if necessary.

• Unfold binding; trim seam allowance to ¼" and press 

open.

• Reposition binding and stitch remaining portion of 

seam.

 

• Fold and press binding away from quilt and to the 

wrong side, covering the stitching line. Tuck and fold 

binding to create mitered corners. Pin or secure with 

Wonder Clips.

• Stitch the binding to quilt using one of the following 

methods:

- Option 1—Stitch-in-the-ditch:
* Replace the ¼" or Patchwork Foot with the 

Edge Joining Foot.

* Thread the needle with a quilting thread that 

blends with the quilt top or the binding fabric.

* Secure the folded-under binding edge by stitch-

ing in the ditch (well of the seam) along the 

binding seam.

Note: Guide the blade of the foot 

along the stitched edge of the 

binding and stitching will nestle 

perfectly along the binding. 

- Option 2—Hand 
stitch folded edge:
* Thread needle with 

a quilting thread 

that blends with 

the backing fabric.

* Slip stitch the  

binding to the  

backing of the quilt.

For some other exciting projects like this one, visit our website at www.AmazingDesigns.com

Stitch remainder 
of seam


